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Q.CODE: C1150 
Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 
Answer all parts of a question at a place. 

  
Q1  Answer the following questions: (2 x 10) 

 a) Why the yarn can’t be directly woven after being spun.  
 b) Write different methods of fabric production.  
 c) What are the sequences through which yarn has to pass before being 

woven into fabric in a weaving machine 
 

 d) What are the objectives of sizing?  
 e) What are the differences between warp winding and weft winding?  
 f) What do you mean by leasing in sizing?  
 g) Where sectional warping is preferred.  
 h) What do you mean by head stock of a sizing machine?  
 i) What is the function of beat up mechanism  
 j) What do you mean by dwell period of a tappet?  
    

Q2  Draw neat diagrammes to explain Different parts of a high speed 
winding machine. State the features of latest high speed winding 
machine. 

(4+6) 

    
Q3  Draw a neat diagramme to explain working of tappet shedding 

mechanism.  
 

(10) 

Q4 a) What are the differences between precession and non precession 
winding machine. 

(5) 

 b) Explain the working of ribbon breaker. (5) 
 

Q5 a) Enumerate about different types of tensioners and yarn clearers in 
winding machines. 

(5) 

 b) Discuss about different  types of winding defect. (5) 
    

Q6 a) Discuss the objectives of sizing. How they are achieved in this process. (5) 
 b) Describe about the functions of ingredients in a size paste. (5) 
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Q7 a) Calculate the length of yarn in a 2.3 kg cheese, if the yarn count is 42 
Ne, Z twisted. 

(5) 

 b) Discuss about different types of winding defects. (5) 
    

Q8  Answer any two (5 x 2) 
 a) Explain about different types of creels used in warping.  
 b) Calculate wt. of yarn in warping machine if the total no of ends is 700, 

yarn count 80s, length of the beam 400 mtrs. 
 

 c) Write short notes on any two  
 d) Picking mechanism.  
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